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Abstract
With doctoral completion rates hovering around 50%, students, faculty and institutions are seeking methods for improvement. This narrative inquiry examined the impact of collaboration and peer to peer experiences on doctoral completion of three peers in a part-time doctoral program. Prior to this inquiry, minimal research existed on the impact of peer to peer support and collaboration on doctoral completion; therefore, the three peer authors defined, described, and recommended ways to encourage organic collaboration. The authors’ defined organic collaboration as a naturally-formed dynamic peer to peer support group, built on individual strengths and differences, while focused on a common goal. Themes found during the narrative inquiry included the identification of a common goal, amicable group dynamics, peer to peer support, and intentional relational learning. The peer authors provided practical knowledge on ways students, faculty and higher education institutions can benefit from encouraging and supporting organic collaboration. This narrative inquiry demonstrated the long-term benefits of peer to peer support and collaboration that led to scholarly, professional, and personal support.
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Introduction
Completion rates among doctoral students remain an ongoing issue in higher education institutions (Gardner, 2010; Holley & Caldwell, 2012; Holloway & Alexandre, 2012; Jairam & Kahl, 2012; Jaschik, 2007; Kania-Gosche, Leavitt, & Wisdom, 2011; Lahenius, 2012; Mullen & Tuten, 2010). Research has shown
that, within the United States, there are a staggering 100,000 individuals working to complete their doctoral degree, but an alarming 50% of those individuals will not succeed (Jairam & Kahl, 2012). Much of the research on doctoral completion rates link various factors to student failure or success. For example, Jairam and Kahl (2012) found that doctoral students face many stressors, such as “relative poverty, anxiety, sleeplessness, academic demands, fear of failure, examinations, and time constraints” (p. 312) but, on the contrary, a relevant stress release may be attributed to socialization among doctoral students striving for degree completion. Jairam and Kahl (2012) revealed doctoral student socialization generates various types of relationships that help to relieve stress and anxiety while providing academic support.

While previous research has focused on the completion rates of doctoral students, very little has been done regarding the role of peers in doctoral programs (Flores-Scott & Nerad, 2012), as well as the doctoral students as adult learners (Mullen & Tuten, 2010). Many factors can contribute to the successful completion of doctoral students, including the pedagogical use of student teams. Beyond the scope of higher education, teamwork has been defined as “a cooperative process that allows ordinary people to achieve extraordinary results” (Scarnati, 2001, p. 5). In the realm of higher education, specifically doctoral education, student-based teams are often created or identified by faculty for the purposes of completion of an assignment, then disbanded at the conclusion of the course (Macke & Tapp, 2012). While the value of a student-based team seems logical, minimal research exists illustrating the long term benefits of these student teams on the completion of a doctoral program. This lack of literary support prompts two questions: at what point does an instructor-identified team formed for a single course project, transcend into a collaborative team that fosters and supports doctoral completion? And, is it possible the prospect of this collaborative team is what could improve the progression of doctoral students through the often isolating dissertation phase, and subsequently positively impact completion rates? The peer authors experienced this type of collaboration during their doctoral program, which occurred in a naturally evolving, rather organic way. Consequently, the purpose of this narrative study is to define and examine the role of organic collaboration and peer to peer support on part-time doctoral student completion.

**Background**

The authors are three peers, Meghan, Laura, and Cathy, each balancing work, family, and busy lives, while participating in a part-time, non-cohort higher education leadership doctoral program. The resulting narrative study was designed to capture the organic collaborative experiences of these three peers in their doctoral program which ultimately led to their degree completion. Throughout this experience, the peers contributed to these collaborative efforts by creating intentional peer relationships during the comprehensive exam preparation, dissertation process, and post-doctorate scholarly practices. This narrative is the story of an organic collaboration among three peers who were united by their instructor in one course, but remained intact to this day by choice. While each of these peers was strong academically and would have completed the program in due time, each peer’s strength, when combined with the others, contributed to the strength of the organic collaborative team.

The organic collaborative team consisted of Meghan, Laura, and Cathy. Provided below is a short description of each member:

Meghan started her doctoral career during her tenure as a higher education administrator in her institution’s alumni engagement department. She started the doctoral program in the Fall of 2006 taking one course at a time to balance classroom, work, and life. Several semesters after starting the doctoral program, Meghan increased her course load to two classes each semester, got married, purchased a home and moved, all while working full-time. Even though she started the program enrolling in one course at a time, leading to a
longer program projection than her other peers in this article, this varied path serendipitously placed her on the same program projection, time-wise, as Laura and Cathy. Meghan successfully completed her doctorate in Spring of 2013.

Laura was working part-time as an adjunct professor teaching early childhood courses in higher education and decided to pursue her doctoral degree on a part-time basis. Laura began her program in Fall of 2008, taking two courses every semester including summer. Her oldest child was 16 at the time and her twins were 6 and in first grade. Within the first year of her doctoral program, Laura began a full time position at a two-year private higher education institution. Laura’s goal was to complete her doctorate before her oldest son graduated college with his bachelor’s degree. Laura successfully completed her doctorate in March 2012 and her oldest son completed his bachelor’s degree in May 2014.

Cathy, an entrepreneur with no prior higher education work experience, aspired for a career in higher education as a full-time faculty member. She began her doctoral program in January 2008 on a part-time basis while she balanced owning and operating a business with her husband, and raising two young children under the age of six. Her dream was always to combine her educational knowledge with years of business experience in a college classroom. By her second semester in the doctoral program, she increased her course pace by enrolling in two courses at a time. In addition, within her first year in the program, Cathy began as an adjunct professor in the continuing studies division of the university in which she was enrolled. She continued working full-time for herself, teaching part-time for the university, raising a family, and taking courses until the completion of her program. In August, 2012, Cathy successfully completed her doctorate.

In Fall 2009, Meghan, Laura, and Cathy were placed on their first instructor-identified team for a team-based project. The chemistry among the three peers formed a lasting bond, resulting in the organic collaborative team as defined below.

**Definition**

For the purpose of this study, the peers defined organic collaboration as a naturally formed dynamic peer to peer support group, built on individual strengths and differences, while focused on a common goal. As a team of peers, the common goal started as the completion of a team-based assignment; progressed as support and collaborative study sessions in preparation for the comprehensive exams; followed by the completion of their individual dissertations and program completion. This common goal continues beyond program completion as they pursue scholarly research together. When asked independently of one another to define organic collaboration, Meghan described organic collaboration as a group of individuals that come together on their own accord to work together to meet a common goal; Laura characterized an organic collaborative team as a peer group which is not forced or predetermined, and one in which all team members want to be a part of this collaboration; and Cathy identified it as a self-selection of peers that occurs by trial and error, while blending various personality types and leadership styles, all for a common purpose. Even though portions of each of the peer’s definition emerged during the study, the literature was void of any reference to organic collaboration; therefore, Meghan, Laura, and Cathy defined themselves as an organic collaborative team.

**Literature Review**

The Council of Graduate Schools (2014) is in the midst of a multi-phase seven-year project researching Ph.D. completion and attrition rates. Findings thus far found an unfavorable prospect for doctoral students with less than 75% of students entering a Ph.D. program persist to completion (Council of Graduate Schools, 2014). Furthermore, the Ph.D. Completion Project found 80%
of the participants identified financial support as the top incentive toward timely completion, 63% cited mentoring/advising as incentive, but only 39% identified peer support as a motivating factor leading toward degree completion. Kania-Gosche et al. (2011) asserted that earlier phases of the Ph.D. Completion Project emphasized the need for “more support for students during the dissertation writing phase” (p.1). However, as the name implies, the Project focused only on Ph.D. students, primarily in the fields of engineering, life sciences, math and physical sciences, social sciences, and humanities. Storms, Prada, and Donahue (2011) addressed doctorate in education (Ed.D.) completion and contend completion rates frequently stall between the points of course completion and dissertation defense. Another distinction in the case of education, the demographics of Ed.D. students often differ from those of Ph.D. students; Ed.D. students are “admittedly a different population than typical Ph.D. students” (Butin, 2010, as cited in Kania-Gosche et al., 2011, p. 2).

Kania-Gosche et al. (2011) identified a gap in the literature dedicated to the study of Ed.D. programs, and found typically that Ed.D. students experience a gap of many years between completion of a masters and the pursuit of a doctorate. Additionally, Ed.D. students are often adult learners who have families, financial obligations, and work full-time. Due to the nontraditional nature of the Ed.D. student, the isolation felt during the dissertation stage and need for support can be more pronounced (Kania-Gosche et al., 2011). As such, nontraditional doctoral programs are designed to meet the needs of the adult learner; specifically, the scholarly practitioner. According to Radda (2012), nontraditional doctoral students bring “15-25 years of professional experience … [along] with masters degrees and significant knowledge and experience in their current field of practice” (p. 50). Furthermore, these doctoral students need opportunities to interact in a scholarly environment that does not revolve solely around classroom interactions. Radda (2012) identified the need for scholarly learning communities that assist nontraditional doctoral students in connecting beyond the classroom. He described a concept called the Doctoral Community Network, which provides nontraditional doctoral students opportunities to collaborate with peers virtually. The Doctoral Community Network is an online scholarly network which assists with connecting doctoral students with other nontraditional students to facilitate informal discussion and interactions, thus forming a collaborative community of learners.

Collaboration is a key component to academic success and student performance, especially within higher education doctoral programs. Collaboration has been shown to improve the completion rate of students due to an increase in socialization within the academic program. Anderson (1996) noted, “It is important, therefore, for those who would enter academic life, namely doctoral students, to participate in collaborative efforts as part of their education and socialization” (p. 306). Additionally, Pemberton and Akkary (2010) concluded: “Studies on program completion show that peer relationships, in the form of meaningful professional and personal connections, are associated with increased motivation for learning, persistence in the face of challenges, and success in program completion” (p.180). Group work and collaboration can benefit the individual student because it “provides a shared workload, shared ideas, shared deadlines that help to increase momentum on a project’” (Anderson, 1996, p. 307).

Collaborative pedagogy has the ability to facilitate learning in a student-centered forum in the context of project-based, case-based, inquiry-based and problem-based scenarios (Oliver, 2001, as cited in Tarricone & Luca, 2002). Furthermore, collaboration “relies upon individuals working together in a cooperative environment to achieve common team goals through sharing knowledge and skills” (Tarricone & Luca, 2002, p 641). Successful teams exude a synergistic energy in which all members contribute and participate, while remaining flexible and adaptable to a cooperative work environment while all striving for a common goal, rather than an individualistic effort and competitive environment. Successful team characteristics among members have the ability to predict collaborative success (Tarricone & Luca, 2002).
It is important to note that while teamwork and collaboration are similar, they are not necessarily synonymous. Silverstein (as cited in McLeod, 2010) emphasized, “Teamwork and collaboration are cousins, but they are not twins” (para. 8). Differences between the two are based on structure and flexibility. Teamwork exists in a hierarchical structure, thereby influenced by an authoritative figure such as a professor or coach. Campbell (2011) identified a team as those grouped by a manager who “work closely together to achieve a joint outcome … [and act] interdependent, but they are fully committed to a single result” (para. 3). He continued, teams “need to reach joint decisions … [and] will be cautious about taking unilateral action without checking with each other to make sure there are no negative side effects” (Campbell, 2011, para. 3). Team members may dislike each other, but as long as the authoritative figure has the ability to resolve disputes, the team may be successful (Campbell, 2011). In the realm of academia, a professor designs a team project, sets expectations, timeline, and requirements. All students are aware of expectations and requirements for success and, ultimately, the professor remains the authoritative figure (McLeod, 2010). Collaborators, according to Campbell (2011), share goals, but those goals are “usually only a small part of their responsibilities. Unlike a team, collaborators cannot rely on a leader to resolve differences” (para. 5). A successful collaboration “requires emotional engagement … and participants have a high respect for each other’s competence on the topic of the collaboration” (Campbell, 2011, para. 8).

When it comes to examining the effects of collaboration and peer impact on graduate/doctoral students, minimal research has been completed within this subject (Devenish et al., 2009; Flores-Scott & Nerad, 2012). Anderson (1996) stated that collaboration, or group work, is beneficial to doctoral students in three ways. First, it provides an outlet in which students will be exposed to “critical secondary expertise” (p. 310) thereby allowing doctoral students to expand their own knowledge and skills. Second, it provides social benefits outside of the classroom and connects peer to peer, and peer to faculty interaction. Lastly, it provides doctoral students with a deeper connection and network within their academic program (Anderson, 1996). The main component of collaboration is a social foundation. Gardner’s (2010) study on the impact of socialization and completion rates in doctoral programs found that successful programs offered the greatest opportunity for students to form such social relationships. Students within Gardner’s study reflected on their academic programs and identified their peers and faculty as “family” (Gardner, 2010, p.69).

Despite the family effect felt by some, collaboration may come with its share of downfalls for other doctoral students. Some doctoral students find collaboration cumbersome when problems arise with a project or within the group (Anderson, 1996). Devenish et al. (2009) stated that within a group setting, students can fear that individual student voice would be diminished over the group voice. Furthermore, group dynamics can suffer when members of the group are not contributing or putting in the same effort as others in the group, or competition might arise with authorship credit, especially when it comes to academic work (Anderson, 1996; Pemberton & Akkary, 2010). While collaboration and group work can foster negative implications for the individual student, the benefits outweigh its drawbacks.

Traditionally, collaboration within doctoral programs is often utilized in disciplines where the work was deemed beneficial to both the student and faculty (Anderson, 1996). Additionally, Anderson (1996) described collaboration as “not only a structural work arrangement but also a means for enhancing students’ socialization to academic life” (p. 321). Many doctoral programs utilize the cohort model in which students enter a program of study and remain intact as a group throughout the progression of coursework (Pemberton & Akkary, 2010). Even though much of the research on graduate and doctoral program collaboration is often focused on examining the impact or development of cohort model programs, Mullen and Tuten (2010) found that, although often rare within academic programs, self-created peer to peer cohorts impacted student progress.
McLeod (2010) defined collaboration as a function of a peer-based, self-directed structure which evolves over time, requires flexibility, and frequently changes based on fluxing situations. Collaboration is “about coming together and putting your best ideas in the service of something bigger than yourself” (McLeod, 2010, para.23). Furthermore, Campbell (2011) identified three attributes of successful collaborations as evidence and commitment of an emotional engagement, high levels of respect among collaborators, and freedom to use creativity as a way to advance the collaborative efforts. Amabile et al. (2001) stated collaborative success also includes the presence of a project-relevant knowledge, and common attitudes and motivation.

Collaboration at the doctoral program level has a specific program focus of education, research, and dissertation completion. Anderson (1996) found that graduate programs that include collaboration have benefits such as preparation towards research and is a “means for enhancing students’ socialization to academic life” (p. 321). Doctoral program collaboration strategies such as intentional relational learning, communities of practice and doctoral student mentoring programs can impact doctoral student success and completion. Intentional relational learning provides opportunities to encourage collaboration and reciprocity among faculty and students and peer to peer where sharing of ideas are encouraged and competition is discouraged.

These distinctions provided the transitional context from what started as an instructor-identified team assembled for a single assignment, to the collaborative relationship that emerged as an organic collaborative team of peers.

**Methodology**

Narrative inquiry, as a qualitative research method, is focused on examining and categorizing human experience through shared stories (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990; Creswell, 2006). This narrative inquiry, conducted by these three peers, examined their organic collaboration experience in a higher education doctoral program and shows implications for the impact of such collaboration on doctoral student success. By using a narrative inquiry approach it allowed the peers, as researchers, to reflect on their experience, both on a social and personal level, and use their experience to provide practical knowledge for institutions, doctoral programs, and student collaboration (Conle, 2000).

As a means to capture their individual reflections, the peers developed a reflective questionnaire that was used to provide a structure to their stories. Interpreting stories and reflections “is at the heart of narrative analysis” (Patton, 2002, p. 118). The questions were as follows:

- Describe your experience as you first became involved in this team?
- What kinds of attributes existed among team members?
- What impact, if any, did your team members have on your doctoral completion?
- Describe the characteristics of your team - what makes the team successful? Were there times when collaboration was difficult? Please be specific and describe.
- Describe examples of peer to peer support that you experienced during your team experience?
- How did faculty encourage collaboration and networking?
- How did the institution support peer collaboration?
- What suggestions do you have for the institution, faculty, or other doctoral students regarding organic collaboration?
- How would you define organic collaboration?
These reflective questions prompted each peer to reflect on their organic collaboration experience and the impact it had on their doctoral student experience.

The collected peer responses were then reviewed using the constant comparative method allowing the peers to compare their reflections for similarity, consistencies, and themes (Creswell, 2007; Merriam, 1998). By using the constant comparative method, the peers were able to identify four key organic collaboration themes: common purpose, group dynamics, peer to peer support, and intentional relational learning.

Connelly and Clandinin (1990) described narrative inquiry as “a process of collaboration involving mutual storytelling and restorying as the research proceeds” (p. 4). During the data analysis, the three peers met on several occasions to discuss the data, share personal insights and discoveries allowing for additional reflection, and the peers to expand upon the narrative inquiry.

**Findings**

The collaborative experience of the three peers, Meghan, Laura, and Cathy, illustrated that such peer to peer collaboration provides key characteristics that helped each member to doctoral program completion. Gardner (2010) stated that collaboration provides peer support that can prove to be beneficial in helping doctoral students reach their completion goal. While this organic collaborative team’s experience echoed the literature, four distinct themes emerged: uniting for a common purpose, possessing amicable group dynamics, providing peer to peer support, and creating intentional relational practices.

**Theme One – Common Purpose**

In the early days of the peers’ collaborative activity, the three peers were assigned to a team by the instructor. At that time, the common purpose was simply successful completion of the assignment. Since the peers were participating in a non-cohort program, this was the first time they were enrolled in the same course. Within a few weeks, the assignment was presented to the remainder of the class and the peers received positive feedback from the instructor. A bond was formed and continued to strengthen as the peers were occasionally classmates in future courses.

In non-cohort learning environments, use of team projects is an effective pedagogical approach that fosters this socialization among students (Mullen & Tuten, 2010). Although Meghan, Laura, and Cathy worked together on the instructor-identified team within the class environment, the continuation of the collaborative interactions occurred voluntarily beyond the scope of the classroom and was not centered solely on classroom interactions, as echoed by Radda (2012). Coincidentally, despite their varied course trajectories, the three peers reached course completion at the same time, and the preparation for comprehensive exams united them for a common goal.

Similar to the research of Amabile et al. (2001) on the need for common attitude and motivation, these peers found that their common goal of doctoral completion was a key factor in their team coming together organically. For Meghan, having a common goal made her organic collaborative team experience, and all that work and effort, that much more special. She described that doctoral programs can be such an individual process; however, by forming our organic collaborative team it enhanced the shared experience, often felt in a classroom setting, throughout the whole program. Meghan felt that her team helped to keep her focused on the end goal, motivated to do her best, and assurance in knowing that there is always someone to turn to who will understand her struggles. She added that getting a doctorate is hard work, and having peer support makes all the academic challenges that much easier to conquer. Meghan described this team as having a shared goal, “to completing our degrees”, and she continued: “Sure, this goal was also an individual goal, and we had our own ways of getting there at times, but the connection kept us going.”
As Tarricone and Luca (2002) alluded, collaboration can be the impetus for common goal achievement. Laura agreed when she stated: “We all wanted to succeed. Everyone was willing to provide a helping hand when needed and there was never a feeling of competition.” Although all peers had different personalities, the diverse personalities seemed to work well together.

**Theme Two – Group Dynamics**

Campbell (2011) described the attributes necessary for successful collaborative efforts as respect, creativity, mutual encouragement, and support. Pemberton and Akkary (2010) asserted the absence of competition is necessary for collaborative success. Essentially, group dynamics are effective when all members contribute fully and equally. Cathy acknowledged:

> I would have completed my degree regardless, but the impact of our organic collaboration gave me the strength of a study group for comps, as well as being a sounding board, shoulder to lean on, and source of encouragement and support, but most importantly, I had an opportunity to help them in return. This experience was not about ME completing the program, it was about getting all three of us completing the program.

For Meghan, the group dynamics provided her with a level of comfort, similar to that of a family, and provided a sense of familiarity. “The first time we worked together it just clicked. We were able to come together and share ideas openly. We were open to each other, the way we worked, and our ideas.” She continued: “It was apparent that we were a group that had energy, which helped to keep motivation going. It turned what could have been an assignment to complete into something that was an enjoyable learning experience.”

The group dynamics Meghan, Laura, and Cathy experienced illustrated Gardner’s (2010) “family” characteristic through their lasting friendship and support. Prior to each of them completing their dissertations, the support was in the form of encouragement, advice for how to approach various situations, and being a cheerleader for each other. Cathy explained: “Post dissertation, the support is still amazing, but more in a friendship context. Each of us has great respect for the others and that in itself is support.”

The peer’s organic collaborative team displayed diverse group dynamics such as providing support, encouragement, strength, intelligence, focus, determination, commitment, accountability, and socialization. The peers were three different people who were each strong individually, but when working together, the team was even stronger while complementing each other’s style in a powerful way. Meghan, Laura, and Cathy’s group dynamics allowed for a level of openness to each other’s ideas and concepts which provided an environment in which to share their individual voices without fear of being unheard. Devenish et.al. (2009) found that students working in a team or group setting feared a loss of voice. This notion was not evident among the organic collaborative team of Meghan, Laura, and Cathy.

**Theme Three – Peer to Peer Support**

Peer to peer support was an emergent theme from this narrative study. As stated previously, minimal research has been completed on the role of peers in doctoral education (Devenish et al., 2009; Flores-Scott & Nerad, 2012). Meghan, Laura, and Cathy depended on each other for support and encouragement throughout their journey. Cathy provided an example of this support as follows:

> The entire comprehensive exam experience provided opportunities for major support at all times. If any of us felt as though we were struggling to grasp a concept, the whole team would focus on that area until it was understood. At the same time, the review helped to reinforce each of our understanding of the particular concept.
Although each was self-directed and motivated, the peer to peer support provided a place to turn if in need of encouragement and advice. Beyond comprehensive exams, the peers provided support as each reached the dissertation proposal defense, and later dissertation defense stages of the program. Meghan agreed:

We cheered each other on and checked in often to make sure we were moving along. I took the longest in getting this date, but they were behind me to keep my spirits up. We were there for each other through each step, celebrating each small victory, leading to the greatest victory of all; the successful dissertation defense.

The peers’ mutual support was a common occurrence, being present for each other to wish each other good luck prior to, and congratulations after, the successful defense. Essentially, each successful defense was a victory for the team.

Meghan, Laura, and Cathy have continued to learn and work together through writing publications and presentations. Although each peer has a separate career path, they continue to collaborate on academic and scholarly interests. When working together, the peers remained enthusiastic, flexible, and supportive of each other. Laura described the impact of peer to peer support as being “imperative for preparing for comprehensive exams.” She continued: “Everyone contributed equally when having questions regarding research-specific questions. I received peer to peer support when working on my dissertation, and even while writing this paper, all team members did their share and contributed equally.” Meghan, Laura, and Cathy’s experience was similar to a community of practice. Lahenius (2012) asserted that students’ experiences in communities of practice may be illustrated the following themes: “belonging to a scientific community, academic development, and the experience of support from student peers” (p. 35). Furthermore, these communities of practice encompass multiple relationships that take place within social environments and among peers with shared scholarly interests (Lahenius, 2012). In this study, Meghan, Laura, and Cathy experienced a community of practice that was developed around scholarly and academic goals. They felt a belonging to a group where each could develop academically, professionally, and personally. Not only did this community of practice provide support through the comprehensive exam and dissertation stage, but support continued as peers collaborated on scholarly publications, presentations, and professional goals. The peers’ professional backgrounds varied; however, their shared scholarly interests provided ways for their organic collaborative efforts to continue.

**Theme Four – Intentional Relational Learning**

Previous efforts have been made to use intentional relational learning to increase doctoral student success. Intentional relational learning includes opportunities for faculty and students to interact and learn with one another in settings that are collaborative and may not only occur in an academic setting. For example, faculty can create intentional opportunities for social and collaborative interaction between faculty and students and peer to peer. Relational learning is based on the theory of social constructivism where learning is reciprocal and ideas are freely shared (The Taos Institute, n.d.). “Evidence demonstrates that a primary focus on student learning that incorporates intentional relational practice has increased student persistence and graduation and enriched faculty work lives” (Holloway & Alexandre, 2012, p. 85). Through inclusion of these intentional relational practices, students and faculty “interact with and empower each other” to create communities that consist of “mutually beneficial and respectful learning as opposed to programs based on peer competition and isolation” (Holloway & Alexandre, 2012, p. 89).

In the peers’ narrative study of organic collaboration, intentional relational practices became a part of the process, but were not initially intentional. After the instructor-identified team experience previously described, the peers continued collaborating while studying for their comprehen-
sive exams. The beginning of the study period took place in a purely academic setting. The study sessions then moved to more informal settings, such as restaurants and houses. This was described by Laura as: “Since the days on the fourth floor of the University library, we have met countless times to study, discuss, research, and have fun. So glad to be part of this team.” After successful completion of comprehensive exams, Meghan, Laura, and Cathy continued to collaborate and created intentional relational practices throughout the dissertation process. As peers, they provided support, assistance, and encouragement to one another throughout the process which resembled the intentional relational practices as described above (Holloway & Alexandre, 2012). Even though, the three peers were on different timelines toward completion of their dissertations, they were able to celebrate and derive encouragement from each other’s previous successes.

An unintentional outcome of the organic collaboration was that as a team, the collaboration and support went beyond the comprehensive exams; it continued into the dissertation phase with a great deal of informal interaction. Laura alluded to the social aspect of the team:

The team was supportive, understanding, and flexible; at times, funny. Although we differed in a variety of ways, we all enjoyed each other’s company. We began to create informal relational opportunities where we could get together, drink some wine, eat some food, and collaborate.

The group members provided support, encouragement, and flexibility to each other. Each member of the group remained highly motivated and self-directed, while also understanding of the need for work/life balance. In addition to the support, the organic collaborative team provided opportunities for socialization, which ultimately strengthened their bond and commitment to each other. When the peers collaborated socially, this helped to relieve stress and anxiety while they worked towards scholarly and academic interests (Jairam & Kahl, 2012). These social opportunities occurred at local restaurants, the three peers’ homes, and on social media. Most of the social occasions involved the three peers, but some included other peers, faculty, and the peers’ families as well. The peers found that each theme is not independent of each other. In order for organic collaboration to occur, each theme needed to be present and cumulatively build upon each other (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Nested Venn of Organic Collaboration](image-url)
As depicted in Figure 1, the common goal serves as the underpinning of the team and the key component to forming an organic collaborative team. As organic collaboration teams develop, they build on the foundation of common goal by identifying and recognizing their group dynamics. Amicable group dynamics of an organic collaborative team will help foster and enhance peer to peer support, which will transcend into practices of intentional relational learning. These themes provide the architecture of an organic collaborative team. This organic collaboration was an important factor in the three peers successfully completing their doctoral degrees, and also why they continue to work together as colleagues and friends.

**Implications**

Students, faculty, and higher education institutions can benefit from encouraging and supporting organic collaboration. As defined in this study, organic collaboration consists of four key themes: uniting for a common purpose, possessing amicable group dynamics, providing peer to peer support, and creating intentional relational learning. Given the statistics that less than 50% of students who enter a doctoral program persist to completion, leaders in higher education are compelled to find ways to improve these statistics.

To encourage organic collaboration, faculty have the ability to utilize team projects within the classroom environment. Meghan suggested: “As students progress through the program, faculty should provide the opportunity to self-select teams for some classes. This provides the students the opportunity to self-select peers as team mates.” It is important to note, not all collaborations will be successful. As noted previously, successful collaborations consist of mutual respect, emotional engagement, and the ability to be creative and innovative (Campbell, 2011). Faculty and students can be encouraged to experiment and take risks when it comes to collaboration. In addition, since socialization has proven to be a significant factor in whether students persist in a doctoral program, students should be provided more opportunities to socialize both inside and outside the classroom. This socialization can occur by supporting program events, providing online platforms, and social media as ways for students to communicate and connect with peers.

Institutions can create a culture of collaboration where faculty and students are encouraged and supported in collaboration efforts. Laura suggested to “[p]rovide opportunities for students and faculty to come together and collaborate. Reward faculty for encouraging collaboration and creating collaborative environments for their students.” Although faculty and institutions need to be supportive of organic collaboration, there also needs to be a balance and understanding of differing student needs.

Cathy suggested: “Faculty keep an eye out for groups that are forming organically, to hear their successes, and to think about how to guide other students to find possible groups.” Although, Cathy advised: “for some doctoral students, independent learning is more their style. Faculty should be aware of those not forming an organic collaboration, because those individuals might need the extra support to make it through the program.”

Peer to peer support should be recognized as an important factor that can positively impact doctoral completion. Devenish et al. (2009) recapped the experiences of a doctoral study group and how these positive experiences were not considered by the institution as a measure of postgraduate success. Devenish et al. (2009) proposed institutions recognize the value and application of peer to peer. Although Devenish et al. (2009) claimed the study group felt their experience was vital to their success, this was not recognized by the institution.

Consistent with Devenish et al. (2009), Meghan, Laura, and Cathy found their organic collaborative experience was a positive factor in their doctoral degree completion. Another consistency between the experience of Meghan, Laura, and Cathy when compared to the study as presented by Devenish et al. (2009), was that each other “remained engaged and enthusiastic with learning
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and with progress along the doctoral journey” (p. 60). Likewise, Flores-Scott and Nerad (2012) claimed peers were important to a doctoral learning program and had a positive impact on student learning, retention, and even the socioemotional development of students. Peers learned from each other and taught each other “what it means to be a student, a researcher, and an academic” (Flores-Scott & Nerad, 2012, p. 77).

Conclusion

Through this narrative inquiry, Meghan, Laura, and Cathy learned the value of organic collaborative efforts went beyond expectations, and developed into a lifelong partnership to this day. Initially, they were placed on an instructor-identified team for the purpose of assignment completion. As the peers started their organic collaboration as a comprehensive exam study group, their original goal was to study together and prepare for the exams, and ultimately pass the comprehensive exams. However, the goal transformed to keep each member motivated, focused, and completing their doctorates. Meghan, Laura, and Cathy gained so much more than a study group and a doctorate.

As stated previously throughout this narrative inquiry, doctoral completion rates are around 50% (Jairam & Kahl, 2012) and research is lacking on the impact of peer to peer support on completion rates (Flores-Scott & Nerad, 2012). This narrative inquiry illustrated the impact of organic collaboration and peer to peer experiences of three peers as they successfully completed their part-time doctoral program. Further, the three peers defined, described, and recommended ways to encourage organic collaboration, which consisted of coming together for a common goal, having amicable group dynamics, providing peer to peer support, and creating intentional relational learning as illustrated in Figure 1. This organic collaborative team is an example of the long-term impact of collaboration and peer to peer support that continues through scholarly, professional, and personal experiences beyond doctoral program completion.
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